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Abstract
Within the Romanian cultural milieu, the Communist ideology generates a special type of literary, linguistic and educational 
discourse enhancing the newly-occurred paradigm. The political traits turn into an “aesthetic canon” converting the discourses 
into politically-oriented texts. The writing pattern brings forward its own ideology, subjecting literature to the contemporary 
political values and functions. Our study focuses on these aspects, trying to emphasize the shift of values and points of view 
concerning the discourse itself, be it literary, linguistic or educational.
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Literature, artistic and journalistic language, or language in general, constitute the most clearly stated objectives 
of the ideological endeavours initiated within the Romanian culture since August 23, 1944.
The new cultural discourse, of a communist nature, starts building up immediately after this date and aims at 
purging the spiritual space of the elements held responsible for the World War II disaster.
Writers, books, journals which do not agree with the post-war politics are insistently denounced in almost the 
entire mass media of the age. Liviu Rebreanu (immediately after his death), Arghezi, Blaga, Ion Pillat, D. 
Caracostea, Ion Petrovici, Alexandru Marcu represent but a short excerpt of the long list of cultural personalities 
subjected to public rebuke, and some of them are even subjected to court trials and criminal sanctions. Texts which 
target them and which are published quite frequently in the journals of the age already display a language bearing 
clear political and ideological marks. An entire system marked by such accents will be constructed and will become 
almost compulsory in any cultural discourse of the decade to come: bourgeois remains with an aesthetic purpose, 
wrong attitude lacking principles, right attitude (point) bearing principles, forging a people-based literature serving 
the people, the war instigators, the role of the working class, the hideous faces (of the imperialists, the bourgeois, the 
rich people etc.), the repelling face of the war instigators, the class nature (of the war, of culture, of economy etc.), 
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class contradictions, the artistic depiction, the method of social realism, the lifelike depiction of reality, the richness 
of ideas, the legionary troops, the reactionary forces, the plundering and oppressive (invasive) war, the ruling 
classes, phantasmagoric and decadent subjectivism, progressive ideas, retrograde (or reactionary) ideology, the 
scientific outlook on the world, dialectic aspects of class struggle, the art with a revolutionary content, teaming 
literature, literature (culture) for the masses, combative attitude, distorting reality etc. 
In this exact form or in similar combinations, collocations such as the ones above can be found in almost all the 
texts of a cultural nature published in the Romanian media at least until the half of the 7th decade of the last century. 
Parallel to the phenomenon of making up this type of cultural discourse, language undergoes a process of 
purging, excluding the words and phrases held responsible for spreading ideologies of a fascist character.
The very first issue of “Victoria”1” / “The Victory” displays Mihai Beniuc2’s article )XQFĠLRQDUHD VRFLDOă D
scriitorului / The Social Functioning of the Writer, where he demands that all the elements that provide linguistic 
support to the fascist doctrine be sanctioned: “All the words, all the phrases, the entire language of that time, still 
endorsed even nowadays by writers of all sorts, must see the light of criticism, must be judged and condemned, 
together with their authors, for all their twisted meanings and for all their intentions and actions that have harmed 
the life of this people. [...] The antifascist war must break out in literature as well. A vigorous, lapidary and clear 
language must triumph over the infamous gibber of the fascist regimes before August 23, 1944.”
The process of making Romania communist intensified starting with 1948, after the last elements of a democratic 
political system had been abolished (the monarchy – on December 30, 1947). From that moment on, there started 
the political orientation of all structures and domains of economic, social and cultural life. At the same time, there 
unfolded, with the same intensity and according to the soviet model, the phenomenon of giving a massive 
ideological character to all thinking processes and to all activities pertaining to all these domains. 
The first text to signal the beginning of not only the process of eliminating inter-war modernist literature, but 
also the imposition of a unique “artistic” language, in agreement with the ideological design of social realism is 
Sorin Toma’s article Poezia putrefacĠiei sau putrefacĠia poeziei.3 / The Poetry of Putrefaction or the Putrefaction 
of Poetry, “Scânteia” / “The Spark”: January 5, 7, 9 and 10, 1948. 
The article – immediately turned into a model, quoted and appraised in all publications of the time – targets 
Tudor Arghezi4, with all his inter-war work, including the aspects of poetic language to which the author reproaches 
its bourgeois character. To illustrate, we extract an ampler excerpt from this massive and unfortunate text:
“At the time when, as a belated product of his democratic convictions in his youth, Tudor Arghezi was getting 
ready to renew the language and technique of Romanian poetry, he was evolving in a totally opposite direction, 
becoming the troubadour of a reactionary class, of the bourgeoisie, in a process of moral and cultural downfall. 
And now, let us talk about the form of Arghezi’s poetry. 
Has Tudor Arghezi, by any chance, kept his splendid promise he once made to enrich the poetic language and the 
speech of the masses? 
As a poet of the recent bourgeoisie, Arghezi often displays, by means of his language, not only the brutality but 
also the sensuality of this walk of life, not long torn from ploughing the field. We refer to the healthy sensuality that 
resides in the power of concrete, material expression – alive to all our senses, full of the scent of freshly ploughed 
furrows – of an idea as abstract as possible. This is, without a shadow of a doubt, one of Arghezi’s most 
distinguishable merits.
And yet Arghezi could not fulfil his promise. His social, political, spiritual evolution led him astray from his 
initial objective. 
Instead of reaching the peaks he had once dreamt of, Arghezi slid ever farther away from them.
How does this slide manifest itself?
First of all, instead of the most awaited speech of the masses, his poetry displayed the language of the slums, out 
of which the poet struggled to select and cultivate the most trivial.
Could this vocabulary constitute the poetic material that the vast masses of our people had been longing for? Not 
at all.
The trivial elements of the slum have nothing in common with the speech of the peasant. They cannot either 
satisfy the working class who hates its own lack of culture and who proves to possess a never-ending thirst for light 
and a solid determination to assimilate all conquests of the spirit. 
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  Instead, these mentality and language are very much characteristic to and to the liking of the Romanian 
bourgeoisie – not only of that with fresh rrots in the slums – of the ignorant, greedy and vulgar Romanian 
bourgeoisie, who thus see their vices flattered”.
Significantly, during 1948, the actions of reconsidering language under the influence of material-dialectic 
theories become ever more frequent and mobilize the contribution of one of the most prestigious linguists. Out of 
the long list that could be drawn, we choose to limit ourselves to illustrating a few such events.
In February, Iorgu Iordan, the dean of the Faculty of Letters, inaugurates a series of conferences initiated by the 
Romanian Institute of Universal Culture, with a lecture called &RQFHSĠLD VRFLRORJLFă D OLPEDMXOXL  7KH
Scociological Concept of Language (according to “$GHYăUXO” / “The Truth”, February 7, 1948).
Under aegis of the same Romanian Institute of Universal Culture (which will soon take almost exclusive care of 
the Soviet culture or of the Western one considered as “progressive” in Moscow), in April 1948, Alexandru Graur 
gives a lecture on 'HFHúLFXPVHVFKLPEăOLPED:K\DQG+RZ/DQJXDJH&KDQJHV. We quote a fragment from 
“$GHYăUXO” / “The Truth”, which sums up the content of this lecture: “In the latter part of his speech, Mr. Al. Graur 
studies the basic problem of the dialectic thinking method. Using practical examples from the field of language 
changes, he shows how the four main principles of dialectic materialism, as they have been announced by Stalin in 
his work The Problems of Dialectic Materialism, can be applied to the study of these changes” 5.
The doctrine bearing the characteristics of principles within the domain of Soviet linguistics, according to which 
class struggle and social relationships entail the superiority of idioms spoken in socialist countries as opposed to 
capitalist ones, starts being disseminated in various articles and cultural institutions, contributing to imposing 
Russian as a foreign language, detrimental to French or English, and to its educational institutionalization by means 
of the educational system. In this context, there are articles as the one authored by Adrian Rogoz, called Despre 
geniul limbii ruse6 / On the Genius of Russian or 6ăvQYăĠăPOLPEDUXVă7/ Let’s Learn Russian! by C. Balmuú, 
who considers the language of our Eastern neighbours “the most beautiful and harmonious of the Slavic languages.” 
We add to these examples that illustrate the assault on the normal regime of existence of the Romanian language 
and literature one of the many endeavours that aim at rendering the educational system ideological in nature (which 
becomes official, actually, by means of the 1948 law regarding the reform of the educational system), especially in 
its most sensitive humanist component. A case in point is thus an article by ,RQ 0LKăLOHDQX FDOOHG Pentru o 
concepĠie útiinĠLILFă vQ PDQXDOHOH GH OLPED úL OLWHUDWXUD URPkQă GLQ vQYăĠăPkQWXO PHGLX8 / For a Scientific 
Concept in Romanian Language and Literature Textbooks in Gymnasium. The article is rather an indictment and, 
in context, bears an enhanced significance considering the names of the authors who put together the textbooks 
being accused, as we shall see, of reactionarism: Al. Rosetti, J. Byck and Perpessicius. It is important to state that 
these textbooks had been published two years before that and they had not been, up to the publishing of the article in 
“Contemporanul” / “The Contemporary”, the object of any rebuke. The attacks start being formulated and becoming 
effective only since 1948, when the control of cultural and HGXFDWLRQDOLQVWLWXWLRQEHFRPHDEVROXWH,RQ0LKăLOHDQX
is just one of the voices that convey the political and ideological outlook and reprimand of the party. From this 
angle, the authors of the textbooks under scrutiny “have persevered on the path of total ignorance of the structural 
changes that have occurred in our country” and they have not endowed their textbooks with “a new content” 
according to the “social and political transformations that have occurred in our country.” We list some of the counts 
formulated by ,RQ0LKăLOHDQXZLWKWKHUHPDUNWKDWWKH\ZLOORIWKLVPRPHQWEHFRPHVHYHUHFULWHULDRIHYDOXDWLQJ
any performance in Romanian culture: the authors “embrace Maiorescu’s aesthetic design,” who, for decades, has 
led our writers astray from the people’s aspirations, being the unequivocal expression of the reactionary interests of 
Romanian landlords”; the tendency to minimize, to ignore or even to falsify the ideological and literary contribution 
of progressive writers”; “the textbook authors [...] confess their preference for ,(OLDGH5ăGXOHVFX WKH WUDLWRU RI
masses in the 1848 Revolution”; by asserting that “individualism remains the basis of any fertile literary attempt [...] 
the authors will embrace antisocial, individualistic poetry torn apart from the masses. This preference is displayed 
by including, in the 8th grade textbook, poets such as Tudor Arghezi, Lucian Blaga, Ion Barbu, AL.T. Stamatiad, I. 
3LOODW WKH³FULWLF´0'UDJRPLUHVFXSURVHZULWHUV VXFKDV*LE0LKăHVFXDQG$O27HRGRUHDQX´7KHFRQFOXVLYH
end of Ion MLKăLOHDQX¶VDUWLFOHHQFDSVXODWHV UHDGLQJ LQ-between the lines, a threat that will hover over Romanian 
culture for at least a decade: “We believe that the Romanian language and literature textbooks for higher classes by 
Mr. A. Rosetti, I. Byck and D.P. Perpessicius represent, under current circumstances, when we move to 
implementing the Reform of the educational system, a dangerous attempt at orienting pupils towards what used to be 
reactionary in Romanian literature, at educating them in a spirit opposed to the interests of the people.” 
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An important moment in the process of imposing politics in the outlook on language is the emergence of the 
revue Cum vorbim. 5HYLVWă SHQWUX VWXGLXO úi explicarea limbii / How We Speak. Revue for Studying and 
Explaining Language. Issued once a month (the first number in April 1949), the journal is coordinated by an 
Editorial Committee made up of N. I. Barbu, I. Coteanu, Al. Graur (editor in charge), Iorgu Iordan, G. Istrate, G. 
Marcuson, Emil Petrovici and Al Rosetti.
In a “Foreword” of the first issue, signed “The Editorial Committee”, they formulate some principles and 
directions that the publication intends to pursue: “The profound transformations that our country undergoes 
nowadays do not affect the economic or the political fields alone; they reach all aspects of human life, tus language 
as well. On the one hand, language mirrors the change in production relations: new vocabulary items, new syntactic 
twists emerge, some pretentious formulae of the past dominant class are abolished [...]. On the other hand, experts 
now have the opportunity to discover the advanced methods of Soviet researchers and to apply them to the study of 
our language [...].” The journal “is meant for professors, teachers, students, pupils, workers, clerks, in a nutshell, for 
all those who work in our Republic [...].” 
An interesting fact nowadays, but not at all surprising at that time, is that the linguists managing this revue pledge 
their faith to the political programme that governed the start of “the first State plan in our people’s Republic” and 
they talk about commitments “regarding the linguistic works achieved within the plan.”
However, the first consistent text that the journal publishes is “The Resolution of the ’N.I. Marr’ Institute’s 
Scientific Board for the Study of Language and Thought and of the Leningrad division of the Russian Language 
Institute within the USSR Academy of Science, adopted on October 22, 1948, relying on the report of Acad. I.I. 
Meúcianinov” and it actually represents a programme of the revue and of the Romanian linguistic research 
community. The Resolution drawn up on behalf of the collaborators of the two Institutes mentioned above 
highlights “the immense responsability” that they have “towards the party and the people so as to preserve and 
develop the materialistic science of language, elaborated by the Institute founder, Acad. N. I. Marr.”
  We consider it important to list some of the ideas included in this document, as they and especially their 
alterations in the year to come indicate both the unconditional surrender of Romanian language (and culture) to the 
USSR ideological vision and the dramatic change in attitude and discourse caused by “oreders” from Moscow. 
“The materialistic science of language” mentioned in the resolution had been established by the Russian linguist 
Nikolai Iakovlevici Marr (1864 – 1934) and, within the final outlook of the age, it constituted a concrete 
manifestation of Marxism-Leninism in linguistics, which, due to this quality, had become part of the “thesaurus of 
the most important scientific conquests of the socialist era.”
Mainly, the guiding line of Marr’s linguistics, the one which was not only agreeable but also appraised by the 
political rulers, consists in considering language as a “social product,” social milieu playing an important part in 
determining linguistic evolution. That is why it would be compulsory to study language in almost exclusive 
connection with the economic and social bases and climate of development. In other words, language would have 
class character, it would be involved in class struggle and it must be considered, according to Stalin, often quoted by 
Romanian linguists, “a weapon of development and fight.”
This is the exact reason why the Resolution mentioned above expressesthe disappointment that, despite the 
achievements recorded, the Marxist, materialistic-dialectic linguistics “has not managed, so far, to completely crush 
the reactionary forces that even nowadays creep into linguistic science. Up to the present, reactionary philologists 
advocate obsolete traditions of pre-revolutionary liberal-bourgeois linguistics in our country and they subserviently 
convey the shallow theories of saussurianism and structuralism, which have been the trend of the last two decades 
among foreign bourgeois philologists. […] Denying the role played by society and class struggle in forming and 
developing the ideological content of speech, these scientists eliminate the ideological content of speech phenomena 
and they seek to present language as a system of empty exterior forms.”
It is clear that, these being the conclusions in the first communist country, things could not be any better in 
Romanian linguistics, which is still in the beginning of its “materialistic-dialectic” age. Consequently, it almost 
entirely understood that the actions included in the end of the Resolution are considered to be of a more acute 
present nature for the Romanian cultural space. (In fact, almost any decision of a political nature made in Moscow 
becomes compulsory to execute in our country):
“Undertaking a vast propaganda of achievements of progressive Soviet linguistics.
Revising, from a critical point of view, didactic curricula and planning in order to train aspiring philologists.
Reaching an agreement between research wrok planning and the current needs of socialist cultural development.
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Training for publishing textbooks and didactic materials in general linguistics and courses in various linguistic 
divisions, which must meet the demands of materialistic linguistics.”                         
The actions quoted above will immediately be reflected both in revising the Romanian educational system, 
mainly school curricula and textbooks, and in the “research” activity and its dissemination in publications such as 
the revue “Cum vorbim” / “How We Speak.” Even in this very first issue, the action regarding the “undertaking of a 
vast propaganda of achievements of progressive Soviet linguistics” materializes in texts matching its spirit 
completely and authored by Iorgu Iordan9, Emil Petrovici10, Al. Rosetti11, Mitu Grosu12, Ion Coteanu13 etc. It is 
worth quoting here at least one excerpt of Iorgu Iordan’s article: “The most interesting aspect of human speech 
considered as a superstructure is, though, that brought about by class struggle. The enmity among the exploited and 
the exploiting give words a very pronounced affective colouring, which alters along the change in relations between 
these two great antagonistic classes, along the change in production relations.” A case in point employed by the 
author to illustrate his observations is the word PXQFă / work, whose ethimological meaning – suffering, torment, 
turmoil, pain – valid in a society based on exploiting changed with the new type of society where it became a 
“matter of honour, of glory, of heroism.” 
Until the half of 1950, all revue issues display numerous studies, articles, observations, which, claiming to spring 
out of Marr’s linguistics, underline, illustrate and debate upon various aspects of the class nature of language.
In such a text, the meaning alterations of the word subĠire / thin are analyzed: “In the past, the greatest happiness 
of a bourgeois was to be considered ‘thin.’ The collocation came from ‘thin-skinned’ which was fundamentally 
different from the ‘thick-skinned’ peasant or worker.” “Nowadays – the author concludes – we have no need for 
such ‘thinness.’ ‘Skin is weighed by the degree of internalizing the proletarian morale.” 14
In two consecutive issues of the journal, Lucia Wald tackles the word proletar15/ proletarian, whose 
disappearance had been announced by Stalin, quoted in the text, and gastronomic metaphors16, analysing phrases 
such as “DIDFHSDVWUDPă´ / “to turn somebody into junk”, “DIDFHSHFLQHYDSDSDUă´ / “to give (somebody) a good 
hiding” or “DPkQFDSDSDUă” / “to get one’s gruel,” which, “sprung from within the exploiting classes ... expressed 
disdain towards food” and which “ended up being used even by the working population who should have shunned 
them.”
*K 7RKăQHDQX17 identifies “warlike metaphors” in the sports magazines of the bourgeois-landlord regime: 
“contestant x has the honour of opening fire,” “the triple cannon of team x,” “Bucharest artillery calibrating their 
aim” etc. The conclusion and the accusation that he formulates also rely on the belief in the class character of 
language: “the people who, on the day preceding the outbreak of the war, were writing sports reports in such a 
language, permeated with metaphors pertaining to the military lexis, were servants of fascist imperialism and its 
national underlings; they sought to bring about and feed, among the masses, by any means possible, an atmosphere 
saturated in anxiety and tension favourable to the outbreak of the war.”
The word mister becomes undesirable and demands to be replaced by a term corresponding to the new class 
relations, which is linguistically and ideologically justified in an article18: “The new social order, the popular 
democracy regime can no longer tolerate this term. This is why the word comarade emerged” which has “a new 
content given by the Marxist-Leninist ideology.” The word had become compulsory in the army, according to a 
recent decision19.
Stimulated by the linguistic and social transformations, a corporal records his own observations in the field of 
military language, that, true to its dialogue with its readers policy, the revue publishes: “The new soldiers, the sons 
and brothers of those who suffered the terrible exploitation and who fell under the fire of the bourgeois-landlord 
army (...) sentence the word cazon / barrackroom language, along with the social order it evoqued” 20.
The barrackroom language argot also troubles soldier Ыtefan C. Giosu, from &ăOăUDúi, whose message is 
answered to in the “'LQYRUEăvQYRUEă” / “By Bush Telegraph” column by means of a lecture regarding the class 
character of words. We deal here with the word FăĠea / bitch, a nickname for the machine-gun which expresses “the 
hateful attitude of soldiers who used to be forced to go to war for the interests of the exploiting class.” The term, as 
the end of the “lecture” shows, will of course disappear, under the pressure of the new political and social realities21.
The morphological avatars of the word chiabur / kulak are tackled, in one issue of the revue22, by Iorgu Iordan
who explains these transformations by means of the political and social events of the moment: the word used 
initially as an adjective: kulak peasant. “Due to the battle started by our democratic regime against the kulak, the 
class awareness of peasants increased and gave birth to (…) the global concept of kulak: this word has ceased being 
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a simple individual epithet and has become the expression of an entire social category,” gaining, along its whole 
family, “the semantic shade of hatred.”
From the perspective of researches oppressed by Soviet linguistics, even cacophony has class character, dating 
back to the time when “culture was the privilege of the exploiting classes”: “The salon loungers, the play boys 
discovered cacophonies” and created a “sick” linguistic mentality, according to which this very phenomenon would 
entail obscenities. The author23 of the article claims that the people had no time for such refined things, “the simple 
man, the exploited labourer – worker or peasant – did not have the spare time to discover obscenities where there are 
none.”
Let us add to these, out of the many other examples that may be provided, the indignant attitude of a certain A.P. 
who request that the word be eliminated from the language because “in past times, Western hits have an imperialist, 
warlike tendency and generate important incomes for the trusts” 24. 
The effects of disseminating such views on language phenomena are not late in emerging. Not at all by chance, 
the ideological reform of language is oriented first and intensely towards the army and the schools, where a certain 
amount of coercion could ensure the internalization of such norms.
The revue “Cum vorbim” / “How We Speak” offers, beside the examples of military milieu already quoted, 
enough samples of disasters caused by the official linguistic doctrine in scholarly communities. 
In the May 1949 issue, Mihail Marinescu, a Bucharest highschool pupil, records his reflections on the class 
character of words and on the hypocrisy of some humanitarian documents of the bourgeoisie: “There is a class 
language,” the pupil firmly states and proves it “by means of two random, appearantly neutral words: wretched and 
assistance.” “We know way too well – he says – these words from the sweet, humanitarian literature served to us by 
the ‘philantropists’ of the former exploiting classes. We find them consecrated in article 23 of the Declaration of 
Human Rights in May, 1793, drawn up during the French Revolution: ‘Society ows support and assitence to the 
wretched.’ The respective words,” the pupil says, “do not convey an honourable preoccupation but a social concept 
and a political ideology, the bourgeois concept and ideology.” (ExploataĠi, nu NenorociĠi / Explioted, not Wrteched)
A few months later, another pupil, ConstanĠa Sion, signs the text “Cosmopolitan Firms,” where she accuses “one 
of the written forms by means of which the Western bourgeois ideology got to us,” that is advertisements in foreign 
languages. In the context of the new realities, this form of cosmopolitism is, in the pupil’s opinion, to be 
condemned, as tolerating it should be as well. “Nowadays, although all drugstores belong to the State, the firms still 
display droguerie, our experts still being, thus, subservient to the West.”
Under the pressure of the new linguistic ideology permeating the university educational system, T. Vârgolici, a 
philology student at the time, finds a serious reflection of the class character of language in some book titles: “The 
titles of our writers’ works, who are impregnated with bourgeois ideology, fully demonstrate the decadent, anti-
progressive and reactionary character of bourgeois literature, of literature during capitalism” 25. Among the 
examples provided by the article author, there are: “Omul descompus” / “The Decaying Man” by F. Aderca, 
“ConversaĠLLFXRPRDUWă´ / “Conversations with a Dead Girl” by A. Holban, “Flori de mucigai” / “Mould Flowers” 
by T. Arghezi, “/DXGăVRPQXOXL” / “Praising Sleep” by L. Blaga, “Joc secund” / “Second Game” by Ion Barbu. At 
the opposite end, we find quotes of new literature titles: “Bucurie” / “Joy” by M. Banuú³Holde” / “Cornfields” by 
V. Tulbure, “Goarnele inimii” / “The Trumpets of the Heart” by Dan Deúliu etc.
Last, a “contribution” of professor *K90LOLFă from Ploieúti records the class character of the word FRDGă / 
queue and, of course, of the phenomenon denoted by this word, both on the verge of extinction, according to the 
author: “This word, of an origin specific to anarchist and warlike capitalist economy, is meant to disappear. Socialist 
economy will abolish the existence of queues outside shops and this word will become part of the bulk of old 
linguistic items.” Yet, the author believes that the word “codism” / “queueing” (meaning “the fact of dragging 
oneself behind the masses) will have a different fate: “The term has been established in our political language, as the 
political and ideological level of masses has advanced, due to the work and struggle of the Romanian Labour Party 
in the field of education.” 26
Beyond the more or less funny nature of these examples, there undoubtedly remains a dramatic reality that we 
can indirectly find at the very end of the article quoted above. “The work and labour” of the Party in “the field of 
education” resulted not only in a severe deformity of linguistic and literary phenomena, but also in deep 
deterioration of the conscience corresponding to these phenomena, in an educational process that would last at least 
a decade and that would affect several studying generations.    
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this article is far more interesting and funnier, as it was meant to demonstrate the superiority of the social “queue” over the 
capitalist one: “There have been reasons to queue in the past as well, but, because of the lack of organisation and anarchy which 
ruled during the bourgeois regime, the exploited did not queue but jostled, and the exploiting did not queue either, they entered 
the back door, where they were immediately served. The order thus implemented, without class privileges, is therefore a result of 
the working class struggle.”
